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1. Introduction and the main results
Some topologies on function spaces were studied in [8] making use of the Brown–Booth–Tillotson C-product (or the BBT
C-product) and the exponential topology on function spaces. However, topologies on base point preserving function spaces
were not discussed there. The purpose of this paper is to study topologies on base point preserving function spaces by
applying the results in [8].
Let Top be the category of small topological spaces (Chapter I of MacLane [10]) and continuous functions, which are
referred to as spaces and maps, respectively. Let C (= ∅, {∅}) be a class of spaces in Top and E the class of exponentiable
spaces in Top (cf. Section 2 of [5]). Then there exists a proper and admissible function-space functor M :Eop × Top → Top
(cf. Deﬁnition 2.2 of [8]). If C ⊂ E , then the exponential function
e :Top(X ×C Y , Z) → Top
(
X,CM(Y , Z)
)
is a well-deﬁned bijection for any spaces X , Y , Z by Theorem 2.11 of [8], where X ×C Y is the BBT C-product of spaces
X and Y (Deﬁnition 2.1), and CM(Y , Z) is the function space deﬁned on Top(Y , Z) by the function-space functor M :Cop ×
Top → Top (see Section 2). The exponential homeomorphism in Top is characterized making use of the following axioms
for C (cf. Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 of [8]; we refer to the conditions on C as axioms).
(P) K × L ∈ C for any K , L ∈ C .
(˜P) K × L ∈ KC for any K , L ∈ C .
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446 Y. Hirashima, N. Oda / Topology and its Applications 158 (2011) 445–456Here C = {Y ∈ Top | X×C Y = X×Y for any space X} for the class C (Deﬁnition 3.10 of [8]) and KC is the class of kC-spaces,
that is, the k-spaces deﬁned by the ﬁnal topology induced by the maps in CX (cf. Vogt [13]). Axioms (P) and (˜P) are both
weaker than the following axiom:
(P) K × L ∈ C for any K , L ∈ C .
Let Top∗ be the category of topological spaces with base point and base point preserving maps; the spaces and maps
in Top∗ are referred to as based spaces and based maps, respectively. For any based spaces Y and Z , the function space
C∗M(Y , Z) is deﬁned as the set Top∗(Y , Z) with the subspace topology induced by CM(Y , Z). For any based spaces X and Y ,
let X ∨ Y be the one point union and X ∧ Y = (X × Y )/(X ∨ Y ). The BBT C-smash product X ∧C Y is the set X ∧ Y with
the identiﬁcation topology by the natural projection pC : X ×C Y → X ∧ Y . The equality X ∧C Y = X ∧ Y holds for any
space X if Y ∈ C (Proposition 2.5(2)); it follows that X ∧C Y ∼= Y ∧C X for any spaces X, Y ∈ C . Let X C Y be the set
X ∧ Y with the identiﬁcation topology by the natural projection pC :kC(X × Y ) → X ∧ Y . If C satisﬁes Axiom (˜P), then
kC(X × Y ) = (kC X) ×C (kCY ) by Theorem 4.4 of [8] (cf. Proposition 4.3 of Booth and Tillotson [1]) and hence we have
X C Y = (kC X) ∧C (kCY ), which shows that the BBT C-smash product ∧C is symmetric for kC-spaces X , Y .
We consider the following types of exponential functions for based spaces:
e :Top∗(X ∧C Y , Z) → Top∗
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
);
e :Top∗((kC X) ∧C (kCY ), Z)→ Top∗(kC X,C∗M(kCY , Z)
)
.
Theorem A. Assume that C ⊂ E . Then the exponential function e has the following properties for any based spaces X, Y , Z .
(1) e :Top∗(X ∧C Y , Z) → Top∗(X,C∗M(Y , Z)) is a well-deﬁned bijection.
(2) If C satisﬁes Axiom (P), then
e :C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) → C∗M
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
is a well-deﬁned continuous bijection.
(3) If C satisﬁes Axioms (P) and (˜P), then
e :C∗M(X C Y , Z) → C∗M
(
kC X,C∗M(kCY , Z)
)
is a well-deﬁned continuous bijection.
Theorem A(3) is a direct consequence of A(2), since X C Y = (kC X)∧C (kCY ) if C satisﬁes Axiom (˜P) as remarked above.
A condition for exponential homeomorphism is given by the following result: Assume that C ⊂ E and that for some based
spaces X, Y , Z , the exponential function e :CM(X ×C Y , Z) → CM(X,CM(Y , Z)) is a homeomorphism (base points forgotten). Then
the exponential function
e :C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) → C∗M
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
is a homeomorphism if the induced function pC∗ :CM(X ∧C Y , Z) → CM(X ×C Y , Z) is an embedding (Proposition 3.5).
We remark that if C ⊂ E and C satisﬁes Axiom (˜P), then
e :kCC∗M
(
(kC X) ∧C (kCY ), Z
)→ kCC∗M
(
kC X,kCC∗M(kCY , Z)
)
is a homeomorphism for any based spaces X , Y , Z . However, we omit the proof of this case in this paper since this
homeomorphism follows by a well-known categorical argument as in the proof of 5.9.10 of Brown [4] or Theorem 4.4 of
Vogt [13] (see also Theorem 4.4 of [1] and Theorem 3.6 of [5]) making use of the following facts: If C ⊂ E and C satisﬁes
Axiom (˜P), then for any based spaces X , Y , Z the exponential function
e :Top∗((kC X) ∧C (kCY ), Z)→ Top∗(kC X,kCC∗M(kCY , Z)
)
is a well-deﬁned bijection by Theorem A(1); and the identity function
A = 1X∧Y∧Z : (kC X) ∧C
(
(kCY ) ∧C (kC Z)
)→ ((kC X) ∧C (kCY ))∧C (kC Z)
is a natural homeomorphism by Theorem 4.5(2) of [8].
In the category of kC-spaces, we write X ⊗C Y = kC(X × Y ) for any kC-spaces X , Y . Then the product ⊗C is symmetric.
For any identiﬁcation maps f : A → X and g : B → Y , the product map f ⊗C g : A ⊗C B → X ⊗C Y is also an identiﬁcation
map if C ⊂ E and C satisﬁes Axiom (˜P) by Theorem 4.5(2) of [8]; this fact enables us to prove the associativity of the smash
product C . On the contrary, the BBT C-product ×C is asymmetric; in particular, for any identiﬁcation map f : A → X , the
product function f ×C 1Y : A ×C Y → X ×C Y is an identiﬁcation map for any space Y if C ⊂ E by Theorem 4.5(1) of [8]
or Proposition 3.8, but 1Y ×C f : Y ×C A → Y ×C X is not necessarily an identiﬁcation map. We have the following partial
result by Proposition 3.9 (cf. also Corollary 3.10): If an identiﬁcation map p : Y ′ → Y induces a surjection p∗ :CY ′ → CY , then the
Y. Hirashima, N. Oda / Topology and its Applications 158 (2011) 445–456 447product map 1S ×C p : S ×C Y ′ → S ×C Y is an identiﬁcation map for any space S. In Theorem 3.6 the reader will notice that the
following type of ‘duality’ holds: Assume that C ⊂ E . Let Y ′ , Y be spaces and p : Y ′ → Y be a surjective map. Then the following (1)
and (2) are equivalent.
(1) The map 1S ×C p : S ×C Y ′ → S ×C Y is an identiﬁcation map for any space S.
(2) The map p : Y ′ → Y is an identiﬁcation map and the induced map p∗ :CM(Y , Z) → CM(Y ′, Z) is an embedding for any space Z .
Although Condition (1) (or (2)) above does not hold for all spaces, Propositions 3.2 and 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 imply inter-
esting results for non-kC-spaces. If Condition (1) (or (2)) above is satisﬁed, then the BBT C-smash product ∧C is associative
(cf. Proposition 3.2). Condition (1) holds for quotient maps of CW-complexes (cf. Proposition 4.4) and we are able to prove
more as in Section 4. Here we remark that we use the letter S as in Theorem 3.6(1) quoted above to state some results,
considering the duality in Theorem 3.6 and subsequent applications (see, for example, Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 4.4).
We now consider exponential homeomorphisms for CW-complexes. The class of CW-complexes gives one of the frame-
works for the study of algebraic topology. The cellular structure of CW-complexes enables us to prove precise results by
geometrical considerations. Let Bn be the closed n-ball for each integer n ∈N∪ {0}. Let B = {Bn | n ∈N∪ {0}}. The following
condition for the class C is used to state the result of the next theorem (see Example 2.2 for terminology):
(C) Any space in C is compact.
Theorem B. Assume that B ⊂ C ⊂ E and C satisﬁes Axioms (C), (P) and (˜P). Then the exponential function
e :C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) → C∗M
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
is a homeomorphism for any based CW-complexes X, Y and any based space Z .
In Theorem B above the relation X ∧C Y = X C Y holds and X ∧C Y is a CW-complex by Proposition 4.1. By Proposi-
tion 4.3 we prove that if B ⊂ C , then any ﬁnite CW-complex is contained in C; it follows that if B ⊂ C , then X ∧C Y = X ∧ Y for
any based space X and any based ﬁnite CW-complex Y .
Finally, a remark on the C-open topology follows: Let C be any class of spaces. A map K → X is called a C-test map on
a space X if K ∈ C . A space or its subspace is said to be C-imaged if it is the image of a C-test map; a space is said to be
locally C-imaged if each point of it has a fundamental system of C-imaged neighborhoods (cf. [6]). The following axiom was
introduced in [7].
(L) Any space in C is locally C-imaged.
Let C(Y , Z) be the C-open topology on Top(Y , Z) for any class C [1,4,6,7]. Let C∗(Y , Z) be the set Top∗(Y , Z) with the
subspace topology of C(Y , Z) (cf. Section 4 of [7]). If the class C satisﬁes Axioms (C) and (L), then C ⊂ E and C(Y , Z) =
CM(Y , Z) for any spaces Y , Z by Theorem 5.5 of [8], and hence the results for the C-open topology corresponding to those
of Theorems A and B are obtained. For example, if C = C2 (see Example 2.2 for the deﬁnition) and both X and Y are based
CW-complexes, then the exponential function
e :C∗cpt(X ∧C Y , Z) → C∗cpt
(
X,C∗cpt(Y , Z)
)
is a homeomorphism for any based space Z by Theorem B, since Ccpt(X, Y ) = C2(X, Y ) for any Hausdorff space X .
In Section 2 we prove that if C ⊂ E and g : Z → Z ′ is an embedding, then g∗ :CM(Y , Z) → CM(Y , Z ′) is an embedding for
any space Y (Theorem 2.3) and that the BBT C-wedge sum coincides with the usual wedge sum for any based spaces X and Y
(Proposition 2.5). In Section 3 we prove Theorem A and study conditions for exponential homeomorphisms for based spaces
(Proposition 3.5 and Theorems 3.6 and 3.7) and some related topics (Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.10). In Section 4 we
prove Theorem B.
If we deﬁne the class of spaces
Z(C) = {Y | K ×C Y = K × Y for any K ∈ C}
for a class C , then the condition X, Y ∈ Z(C) implies the homeomorphism X ∧C Y ∼= Y ∧C X ; we discuss about the class Z(C)
and ‘convenient categories’ in another article.
2. Preliminaries
For any class C of spaces in Top we denote by CX the set of all the C-test maps on X . Throughout this paper, a class
C of spaces in Top is also considered as the full subcategory C of Top. We assume that C contains at least one non-empty
space (cf. Proposition 1.2 of [1]).
The Brown–Booth–Tillotson C-product, or the BBT C-product, was deﬁned in [1–3]. We denote by dX the set X with the
discrete topology.
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to the identity map 1X×Y :dX × Y → X × Y and the product maps 1X ×ϕ : X × K → X × Y for any ϕ ∈ CY , that is, the ﬁnest
topology on X × Y that makes these functions continuous.
We also refer to the BBT C-product simply as the C-product or the BBT-product when the category C can be understood
by context.
Example 2.2. The following classes of spaces are considered as examples in this paper (see Example 5.15 of [8] for more
examples):
C2 = {X | X is a compact Hausdorff space};
C3 = {X | X is a compact regular space};
Clc = {X | X is a compact and locally compact space};
Ccpt = {X | X is a compact space};
Lcpt = {X | X is a locally compact space}.
Here, a Hausdorff space is a T2-space, or any two distinct points are separated by disjoint neighborhoods; a space is said
to be regular if each point of it has a fundamental system of closed neighborhoods; and a compact space is a quasi-
compact space without assuming T2. A space is locally compact if each point of it has a fundamental system of compact
neighborhoods.
Assume that C ⊂ E . Let M :Cop × Top → Top be the function-space functor given by the exponential topology. As in
Deﬁnition 2.4 of [8], for any spaces Y and Z , we deﬁne the function space CM(Y , Z) to be the set Top(Y , Z) with the initial
topology by the family of maps{
ϕ∗ :Top(Y , Z) → M(K , Z) ∣∣ ϕ ∈ CY },
that is, the coarsest topology on Top(Y , Z) that makes these functions continuous.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that C ⊂ E . If g : Z → Z ′ is an embedding, then g∗ :CM(Y , Z) → CM(Y , Z ′) is an embedding for any space Y .
Proof. Suppose that h : X → CM(Y , Z) is a function such that the composite g∗ ◦ h : X → CM(Y , Z) → CM(Y , Z ′) is continu-
ous. Consider the following commutative diagram, where the vertical functions are evaluation functions:
X ×C Y h×C1Y
H
CM(Y , Z)×C Y g∗×C1Y
ev
CM(Y , Z ′)×C Y
ev
Z
g
Z ′
There exists a set function H : X × Y → Z such that e(H) = h for the exponential bijection
e :Set(X × Y , Z) → Set(X,Set(Y , Z))
in Set. Since ev :CM(Y , Z ′) ×C Y → Z ′ is continuous by Theorem 2.11 of [8], we see that g ◦ H : X ×C Y → Z → Z ′ is
continuous, and hence H : X×C Y → Z is continuous, since g : Y → Z is an embedding. It follows that h = e(H) is continuous
by Theorem 2.11 of [8]. 
For any based spaces X and Y , the wedge sum or the one point union X ∨ Y and the smash product X ∧ Y = (X ×
Y )/(X ∨ Y ) are deﬁned as usual. Let p : X × Y → X ∧ Y be the natural projection. We write x ∧ y = p(x, y) for any points
x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . We introduce the following concepts concerning the BBT-product:
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let C be any class of topological spaces. Let X , Y be any based spaces. The BBT C-wedge sum X ∨C Y is the set
X ∨ Y with the subspace topology of X ×C Y ; and the BBT C-smash product X ∧C Y is the set X ∧ Y with the identiﬁcation
topology by the natural projection pC : X ×C Y → X ∧ Y .
We refer to X ∨C Y also as the C-wedge sum or the BBT-wedge sum, and X ∧C Y as the C-smash product or the BBT-smash
product for simplicity. The identity functions 1X∨Y : X ∨C Y → X ∨ Y and 1X∧Y : X ∧C Y → X ∧ Y are continuous. If f : A → X
and g : B → Y are continuous, then the induced functions
f ∨C g (= f ∨ g) : A ∨C B → X ∨C Y and f ∧C g (= f ∧ g) : A ∧C B → X ∧C Y
are continuous.
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(1) X ∨C Y = X ∨ Y for any based spaces X and Y .
(2) X ∧C Y = X ∧ Y for any based space X if Y ∈ C ∩ Top∗ .
Proof. (1) Since the inclusion functions i X : X = X ∨C {∗} → X ∨C Y and iY : Y = {∗} ∨C Y → X ∨C Y are continuous, the
inclusion function X ∨ Y → X ∨C Y is continuous. Hence the result follows.
(2) Since X ×C Y = X × Y holds if Y ∈ C by the deﬁnition of C , we have the result. (Remark: If C satisﬁes Axiom (C)
and Y is locally C-imaged, then Y ∈ C by Proposition 5.9 of [8].) 
3. Proof of Theorem A
Let C∗M(Y , Z) be the set Top∗(Y , Z) with the subspace topology of CM(Y , Z). The base point of C∗M(Y , Z) (andTop∗(Y , Z)) is the constant map as usual.
The evaluation function evY ,Z :C∗M(Y , Z) ∧C Y → Z in Top∗ is deﬁned by evY ,Z ( f ∧ x) = f (x) for any f ∈ C∗M(Y , Z) and
x ∈ Y . Since the evaluation function evY ,Z :CM(Y , Z)×C Y → Z in Top is continuous for any spaces Y , Z by Theorem 2.11
of [8], the following is obtained.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that C ⊂ E . The evaluation function
evY ,Z :C
∗
M(Y , Z) ∧C Y → Z
is continuous for any based spaces Y , Z .
3.1. Proof of Theorem A(1)
For any based map F : X ∧C Y → Z , we deﬁne a base point preserving function e(F ) : X → C∗M(Y , Z) by(
e(F )(x)
)
(y) = F (x∧ y) for any x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
The function e(F ) deﬁned above is well deﬁned and continuous: The composite F ◦ pC : X ×C Y → X ∧C Y → Z deﬁnes a
continuous function e(F ◦ pC) : X → CM(Y , Z) by Theorem 2.11 of [8]. The map e(F ◦ pC) factors through the inclusion map
i :C∗M(Y , Z) → CM(Y , Z) as e(F ◦ pC) = i ◦ e(F ) for a function e(F ) : X → Top∗(Y , Z) = C∗M(Y , Z). Since i is an embedding,
we see that e(F ) : X → C∗M(Y , Z) is well deﬁned and continuous. We deﬁne the exponential function
e :Top∗(X ∧C Y , Z) → Top∗
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
by e(F ) : X → C∗M(Y , Z) for any F ∈ Top∗(X ∧C Y , Z). Thus the function e is well deﬁned for any spaces X , Y , Z ; it is a
bijection by Proposition 3.1.
3.2. Proof of Theorem A(2)
If the class C satisﬁes Axiom (P), then the BBT-product ×C is associative by Theorem 3.12 of [8]. But it does not always
imply that the BBT-smash product ∧C is associative. For example, if C = Top, then ∧C = ∧, which is not associative.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that C ⊂ E and C satisﬁes Axiom (P).
(1) The identity function A−1 : (S ∧C X) ∧C Y → S ∧C (X ∧C Y ) is continuous for any based spaces S, X , Y .
(2) Let S, X , Y be based spaces. If the product function
1S ×C pC : S ×C (X ×C Y ) → S ×C (X ∧C Y )
is an identiﬁcation map, then the identity function
A : S ∧C (X ∧C Y ) → (S ∧C X) ∧C Y
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:
S ×C (X ×C Y ) A∼=
1S×C pC
(S ×C X)×C Y
p′C×C1Y
S ×C (X ∧C Y )
q
(S ∧C X)×C Y
q′
S ∧C (X ∧C Y ) (S ∧C X) ∧C Y
A
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is continuous and the function p′C ×C 1Y is an identiﬁcation map by Theorem 4.5(1) of [8]. Moreover, the functions q and q′
are identiﬁcation maps by deﬁnition and hence the results (1) and (2) follow. 
Now, assume that C ⊂ E and C satisﬁes Axiom (P). Then, Theorem A(2) follows by a categorical argument, since the
function A−1 : (S ∧C X) ∧C Y → S ∧C (X ∧C Y ) is continuous for any based spaces S , X , Y by Proposition 3.2(1), and the
evaluation function evY ,Z :C∗M(Y , Z) ∧C Y → Z is continuous for any based spaces Y , Z by Proposition 3.1. We record here
a proof for completeness.
The exponential function e :Top∗(X ∧C Y , Z) → Top∗(X,C∗M(Y , Z)) is a well-deﬁned bijection for any based spaces X , Y ,
Z by Theorem A(1). The composite of the map A−1 and the evaluation function
(
C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) ∧C X
)∧C Y A−1−−→ C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) ∧C (X ∧C Y ) ev−→ Z
is continuous for any based spaces X , Y , Z . Consider the exponential functions
Top∗((C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) ∧C X
)∧C Y , Z) e−→ Top∗(C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) ∧C X,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
e−→ Top∗(C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z),C∗M
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
))
which are well-deﬁned bijections for any based spaces X , Y , Z by Theorem A(1). It follows that the exponential function
e = e(e(ev ◦ A−1)) :C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) → C∗M
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
is continuous for any based spaces X , Y , Z . This completes the proof of Theorem A(2). (Cf. Proposition 2.4(i) of Booth and
Tillotson [1], or 5.9.10 of Brown [4], or Theorem 4.4 of Vogt [13].)
3.3. A homeomorphism
By Theorem A(3) the exponential function
e :C∗M(X C Y , Z) → C∗M
(
kC X,C∗M(kCY , Z)
)
is a well-deﬁned continuous bijection for any based spaces X , Y , Z if C satisﬁes Axioms (P) and (˜P). However, the following
type of homeomorphism is obtained.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that C ⊂ E . If C satisﬁes Axioms (P) and (˜P), then there exists a natural homeomorphism
T ∗ :C∗M
(
kC X,C∗M(kCY , Z)
)→ C∗M
(
kCY ,C∗M(kC X, Z)
)
for any based spaces X, Y , Z .
Proof. A switching map T : Y × X → X × Y induces a homeomorphism
T ∗ :CM
(
kC(X × Y ), Z
)→ CM(kC(Y × X), Z).
Consider the following commutative diagram:
CM(kC(X × Y ), Z) T ∗∼=
e ∼=
CM(kC(Y × X), Z)
e∼=
CM(kC X,CM(kCY , Z)) CM(kCY ,CM(kC X, Z))
CM(kC X,C∗M(kCY , Z))
(i∗)∗ ∪
CM(kCY ,C∗M(kC X, Z))
∪ (i∗)∗
C∗M(kC X,C∗M(kCY , Z))
T ∗
∼=
∪
C∗M(kCY ,C∗M(kC X, Z))
∪
The maps e are homeomorphism by Theorem 4.7 of [8], and the inclusions (i∗)∗ are embeddings by Theorem 2.3. Hence
the map
T ∗ :C∗M
(
kC X,C∗M(kCY , Z)
)→ C∗M
(
kCY ,C∗M(kC X, Z)
)
is a well-deﬁned homeomorphism. 
Remark 3.4. Shimakawa and Yoshida [12] deﬁned the function space smap0(X, Y ) and proved the result of Theorem 3.3 for
smap0(X, Y ).
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Proposition 3.5. Assume that C ⊂ E . For some based spaces X, Y , Z , suppose that the exponential function
e :CM(X ×C Y , Z) → CM
(
X,CM(Y , Z)
)
is a homeomorphism (base points forgotten). If the induced function
pC∗ :CM(X ∧C Y , Z) → CM(X ×C Y , Z)
is an embedding, then the exponential function
e :C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) → C∗M
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
is a homeomorphism.
The proof of the above proposition is routine making use of Theorems A(1) and 2.3 and the following commutative
diagram:
C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) e
i1 ∩
C∗M(X,C∗M(Y , Z))
∩ i2
CM(X ∧C Y , Z)
pC∗
CM(X,C∗M(Y , Z))
∩ (i∗)∗
CM(X ×C Y , Z) e
∼= CM(X,CM(Y , Z))
Theorem 3.6. Assume that C ⊂ E . Let Y ′ , Y be spaces and p : Y ′ → Y be a surjective map. Then the following (1) and (2) are
equivalent.
(1) The map 1S ×C p : S ×C Y ′ → S ×C Y is an identiﬁcation map for any space S.
(2) The map p : Y ′ → Y is an identiﬁcation map and the induced map p∗ :CM(Y , Z) → CM(Y ′, Z) is an embedding for any space Z .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) If we set S = {∗}, a one-point space, in (1), we see that p is an identiﬁcation map. Now, we prove the
latter part of (2).
Let S be any space. Assume that the composite
p∗ ◦ f : S → CM(Y , Z) → CM
(
Y ′, Z
)
is continuous for a function f : S → CM(Y , Z). It follows that the function

(
p∗ ◦ f )= ( f ) ◦ (1S ×C p) : S ×C Y ′ → S ×C Y → Z
is continuous in the following commutative diagram by Theorem 2.11 of [8], where  is the inverse function of the expo-
nential function e:
S ×C Y ′ (p
∗◦ f )
1S×C p
Z
S ×C Y
( f )
Since the map 1S ×C p : S×C Y ′ → S×C Y is an identiﬁcation map by (1), the function ( f ) : S×C Y → Z is continuous, and
hence f = e(( f )) is continuous by Theorem 2.11 [8].
(2) ⇒ (1) Let Z be any space and F : S ×C Y → Z be any function such that
F ◦ (1S ×C p) : S ×C Y ′ → S ×C Y → Z
is continuous. It follows that e(F ◦ (1S ×C p)) : S → CM(Y ′, Z) is continuous by Theorem 2.11 of [8]. For any w ∈ S , we see
that the function
e
(
F ◦ (1S ×C p)
)
(w) = F ◦ (1S ×C p) ◦ (iw ×C 1Y ′) : Y ′ = {w}×C Y ′ → S ×C Y ′ → S ×C Y → Z
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is continuous for any w ∈ S . It follows that the exponential function e(F ) : S → Top(Y , Z) is well deﬁned. Since e(F ◦
(1S ×C p)) = p∗ ◦ e(F ), we have the following commutative diagram:
S
e(F◦(1S×C p))
e(F )
CM(Y ′, Z)
CM(Y , Z)
p∗
Since p∗ ◦ e(F ) is continuous and p∗ is an embedding by (2), the exponential function e(F ) is continuous. It follows that
F = (e(F )) : S ×C Y → Z is continuous by Theorem 2.11 of [8]. 
Theorem 3.7. Assume that C ⊂ E and C satisﬁes Axiom (P). Let X , Y be based spaces. The exponential function
e :C∗M(X ∧C Y , Z) → C∗M
(
X,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
is a homeomorphism for any based space Z if one of the following conditions holds.
(1) The product map 1S ×C pC : S ×C (X ×C Y ) → S ×C (X ∧C Y ) is an identiﬁcation map for any space S.
(2) The induced map pC∗ :CM(X ∧C Y , Z) → CM(X ×C Y , Z) is an embedding for any space Z .
Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent by Theorem 3.6, and hence the result follows by Theorem 3.13 of [8] and
Proposition 3.5. 
3.5. Limits and colimits
Let J be a small category and Γ : J → Top a functor. We see Top(colimΓ, Z) ∼= limTop(Γ, Z) for any space Z ; and
Top(Y , limΓ ) ∼= limTop(Y ,Γ ) for any space Y (see Chapters III and V of MacLane [10]). If C ⊂ E , then making use of the
exponential bijection e :Top(X ×C Y , Z) → Top(X,CM(Y , Z)) of Theorem 2.11 [8], we have homeomorphisms
(colimΓ )×C Y ∼= colim(Γ ×C Y ); CM(Y , limΓ ) ∼= limCM(Y ,Γ )
for any space Y by categorical arguments, since the functor CM(Y , ·) is a right adjoint of the functor · ×C Y (cf. also
Theorem 3.7 of Vogt [13] and Section 5. Adjoints on limits of Chapter V of MacLane [10]). We have natural bijections
Top((colimΓ )×C Y , Z)∼= Top(colimΓ,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
∼= limTop(Γ,C∗M(Y , Z)
)
∼= limTop(Γ ×C Y , Z)
∼= Top(colim(Γ ×C Y ), Z)
for any space Z . It follows that there exists a homeomorphism (colimΓ )×C Y ∼= colim(Γ ×C Y ). Similarly, for any space W ,
we have natural bijections
Top(W ,CM(Y , limΓ ))∼= Top(W ×C Y , limΓ )
∼= limTop(W ×C Y ,Γ )
∼= limTop(W ,CM(Y ,Γ ))
∼= Top(W , limCM(Y ,Γ )).
It follows that there exists a homeomorphism CM(Y , limΓ ) ∼= limCM(Y ,Γ ). For example, the following result holds (a direct
proof is obtained by an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1 of [8]).
Proposition 3.8. Assume that C ⊂ E . Let X , Y be any spaces and MX = {α : A → X} be a class of maps such that⋃α∈MX Imα = X.
If the space X has the ﬁnal topology of the class MX , then the product space X ×C Y has the ﬁnal topology of the class
{α ×C 1Y : A ×C Y → X ×C Y | α ∈ MX }.
If the BBT-product ×C is symmetric, then the homeomorphism Y ×C (colimΓ ) ∼= colim(Y ×C Γ ) also holds by the above
result. However, it seems diﬃcult to prove Y ×C (colimΓ ) ∼= colim(Y ×C Γ ) for any C and the ﬁnal topology of the class
{1Y ×C α : Y ×C A → Y ×C X | α ∈ MX }
is not settled in contrast with the result of Proposition 3.8, but the following special case is obtained without assuming the
condition C ⊂ E .
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S ×C Y is an identiﬁcation map for any space S.
Proof. Suppose that F ◦ (1S ×C p) : S ×C Y ′ → S ×C Y → Z is continuous for a function F : S ×C Y → Z . Any ϕ ∈ CY factors
as ϕ = p ◦ ϕ′ for a map ϕ′ ∈ CY ′ by assumption. Consider the following commutative diagram:
dS × Y ′ 1S×p
1S×1Y ′
dS × Y
1S×1Y
S ×C Y ′ 1S×C p S ×C Y F Z
S × K
1S×ϕ′
1S×ϕ
It follows that F ◦ (1S × ϕ) is continuous. Moreover 1S × p :dS × Y ′ → dS × Y is an identiﬁcation map, since dS is locally
compact (cf. 4.3.2 of Brown [4]; Theorem 3.6 of [8]). It follows that F ◦ (1S × 1Y ) :dS × Y → S ×C Y → Z is continuous. 
Corollary 3.10. Assume that the class C satisﬁes Axiom (C). Assume that Yn is a T1-space (in the sense that each point of it is closed)
such that Yn is a subspace of Yn+1 for each n ∈ N ∪ {0}; and Y =⋃ Yn has the ﬁnal topology of the family Yn (n ∈ N ∪ {0}), that is,
Y = colim Yn:
Y0 ⊂ Y1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Yn ⊂ Yn+1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Y .
Then the following results hold.
(1) X ×C Y has the ﬁnal topology of the family X ×C Yn (n ∈N∪ {0}), that is, X ×C Y = colim(X ×C Yn):
X ×C Y0 → X ×C Y1 → ·· · → X ×C Yn → X ×C Yn+1 → ·· · → X ×C Y .
(2) If C ⊂ E , then the homeomorphism CM(colim Yn, Z) ∼= limCM(Yn, Z) holds for any space Z .
Proof. (1) Let Y ′ = ∐n Yn be the disjoint union of Yn . Then there exists an identiﬁcation map p : Y ′ → Y . We see that
the induced function p∗ :CY ′ → CY is a surjection, since each Yn is a T1-space and C satisﬁes Axiom (C). It follows that
1X ×C p : X ×C (
∐
n Yn) → X ×C Y is an identiﬁcation map by Proposition 3.9. Since there exists a homeomorphism X ×C
(
∐
n Yn) ∼=
∐
n(X ×C Yn) by Proposition 2.22 of [8], we have the result.
(2) By Theorem 2.11 of [8] and Part (1), the following natural bijections
Top(X,CM(colim Yn, Z))∼= Top(X ×C (colim Yn), Z)∼= Top(colim(X ×C Yn), Z)
∼= limTop(X ×C Yn, Z) ∼= limTop
(
X,CM(Yn, Z)
)∼= Top(X, limCM(Yn, Z))
hold for any space X and hence the result follows. 
Remark 3.11. One will notice that Proposition 3.9 (and consequently Corollary 3.10) can be proved making use of Proposi-
tion 2.6(1) of [8] and Theorem 3.6(2) under the additional assumption ‘C ⊂ E ’.
In Proposition 3.9, the condition that the induced function p∗ :CY ′ → CY is a surjection does not always implies that
p : Y ′ → Y is an identiﬁcation map. For example, the identity functions ε1 : X ⊗C Y → X ×C Y and ε2 : X ×C Y → X × Y
induce surjections ε1∗ :CX⊗CY → CX×CY and ε2∗ :CX×CY → CX×Y , but, in general, they are not identiﬁcation maps.
4. Proof of Theorem B
A CW-complex is a Hausdorff space with a cellular decomposition deﬁned by, for example, Maunder Deﬁnition 7.3.1
of [11]; it is a cellular space (Theorem 7.3.12 of [11]). Let Bn be the closed n-ball for each n ∈N, the set of natural numbers,
and B0 = {0}, the origin. We deﬁne B = {Bn | n ∈N∪ {0}}.
To prove Theorem B, we must prove Propositions 4.1 and 4.4. We complete the proof of Theorem B by showing that the
product function
1S ×C pC : S ×C (X ×C Y ) → S ×C (X ∧C Y )
is an identiﬁcation map for any space S and any based CW-complexes X and Y (cf. Theorem 3.7).
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The assumptions for the class C in the following proposition are satisﬁed if, for example, C = C2,C3,Clc. We notice that
these cases imply (and in some cases improve) various results including well-known classic theorems by Theorems A and B.
If C = Ccpt, then we write kC X = kcptX .
Proposition 4.1.
(1) If B ⊂ C , then X = kC X for any CW-complex X.
(2) Assume that B ⊂ C and C satisﬁes Axiom (C). If X and Y are CW-complexes, then kcpt(X × Y ) = kC(X × Y ) = kB(X × Y ), and
hence kC(X × Y ) and X C Y are CW-complexes.
(3) If B ⊂ C ⊂ E and C satisﬁes Axiom (˜P), then X ∧C Y = X C Y for any based CW-complexes X and Y .
Proof. (1) Since the set of the characteristic maps of X is a subset of BX ⊂ CX , we have the result.
(2) The identity functions ε1 :kB(X × Y ) → kC(X × Y ) and ε2 :kC(X × Y ) → kcpt(X × Y ) are continuous by deﬁnition.
Conversely, suppose that a subset A of X × Y is closed in kB(X × Y ). Let ϕ : K → X × Y be any map for any K ∈ Ccpt. Then
ϕ(K ) is contained in a ﬁnite subcomplex L of X × Y . Since A is closed in kB(X × Y ), the set A ∩ L is closed in L. It follows
that ϕ−1(A) is closed in K , and hence A is closed in kcpt(X × Y ).
If B ⊂ C and C satisﬁes Axiom (C), then kC(X × Y ) is a CW-complex by Proposition 7.3.22(b) of Maunder [11], and hence
so is X C Y , for any CW-complexes X and Y .
(3) By (1) and Theorem 4.4 of [8], we have the result. 
A map f : X → Y is said to be compact if the product map f × 1T : X × T → Y × T is closed for any space T (Deﬁni-
tion (2.51) of James [9]).
Proposition 4.2.
(1) If X ∈ C and f : X → Y is surjective and compact, then Y ∈ C .
(2) If X ∈ C and Y is a retract of X , then Y ∈ C .
Proof. (1) Consider the following commutative diagram:
Z ×C X 1Z×C f Z ×C Y
Z × X
1Z× f Z × Y
1Z×Y
We see Z ×C X = Z × X for any space Z since X ∈ C . Since f is compact, the product map 1Z × f : Z × X → Z × Y is a
closed surjection, and hence an identiﬁcation map. It follows that the identity function 1Z×Y : Z ×Y → Z×C Y is continuous,
namely, Z ×C Y = Z × Y .
(2) Let r : X → Y and i : Y → X be maps such that r ◦ i = 1Y . Since X ∈ C , we see that Z × X = Z ×C X and hence the
composite
1Z×Y : Z × Y 1Z×i−−−→ Z × X = Z ×C X 1Z×Cr−−−−→ Z ×C Y
is continuous or Z × Y = Z ×C Y for any space Z . 
Proposition 4.3. If B ⊂ C , then any ﬁnite CW-complex is contained in C .
Proof. If X is a ﬁnite CW-complex, then there exists a ﬁnite disjoint union
∐N
k=1 Bnk and a surjection ϕ :
∐N
k=1 Bnk → X .
Since ϕ is a surjection from a compact space to a Hausdorff space, it is a compact map (cf. Proposition (2.61) of [9]). It
follows that X ∈ C by Proposition 4.2, since ∐Nk=1 Bnk ⊂ B ⊂ C by Propositions 4.8 and 4.9 of [8]. 
Proposition 4.4. Assume that C satisﬁes Axiom (C) and B ⊂ C . If W is a CW-complex and D is a subcomplex of W and q :W → W /D
is an identiﬁcation map, then 1S ×C q : S ×C W → S ×C (W /D) is an identiﬁcation map for any space S.
Proof. Suppose that the composite F ◦ (1S ×C q) : S ×C W → Z is continuous for a function F : S ×C (W /D) → Z . To
show that the function F is continuous, it suﬃces to show the following (1) and (2) by the deﬁnition of the BBT-product
S ×C (W /D).
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F ◦ (1S × 1(W /D)) :dS × (W /D) → S ×C (W /D) → Z
is continuous by the following commutative diagram:
dS × W 1S×q
1S×1W
dS × (W /D)
1S×1(W /D)
S ×C W 1S×Cq
F◦(1S×Cq)
S ×C (W /D)
F
Z
(2) For any C-test map ϕ : K → W /D , there exists a ﬁnite subcomplex G of W /D such that Im(ϕ) ⊂ G ⊂ W /D since
Im(ϕ) is compact by Axiom (C). For each cell e ∈ G , there exists a cell e′ in W such that q(e′) = e and a ﬁnite subcomplex K ′e
which contains e′ . We deﬁne a CW-complex G ′ consisting of the cells in W by
G ′ =
⋃
e∈G
K ′e ⊃
⋃
e∈G
e′.
Then G ′ is a ﬁnite subcomplex of W and q(G ′) ⊃ G ⊃ Im(ϕ). We consider the following commutative diagram, where
j′ :G ′ → W and j :q(G ′) → W /D are inclusion maps:
S ×C G ′ 1S×Cq
1S×C j′
S ×C q(G ′)
1S×C j
S × K1S×ϕ
1S×ϕ
S ×C W 1S×Cq
F◦(1S×Cq)
S ×C (W /D)
F
Z
Since q(G ′) and G ′ are ﬁnite CW-complexes, we see q(G ′), G ′ ∈ C by Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 and the fact that q :G ′ → q(G ′)
is compact. It follows that
1S ×C q : S ×C G ′ = S × G ′ → S × q
(
G ′
)= S ×C q(G ′)
is an identiﬁcation map and hence
F ◦ (1S ×C j) : S ×C q
(
G ′
)→ S ×C (W /D) → Z
is continuous. Thus F ◦ (1S × ϕ) is continuous. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem B
We remark that X ×C Y = kC(X × Y ) for any CW-complexes X and Y by Theorem 4.4 of [8] and Proposition 4.1(1). Since
X ×C Y = kC(X × Y ) is a CW-complex by Proposition 4.1(2), the product map
1S ×C pC : S ×C (X ×C Y ) → S ×C (X ∧C Y )
is an identiﬁcation map for any space S by Proposition 4.4, and hence the result follows by Theorem 3.7.
Remark 4.5. Shimakawa and Yoshida [12] proved the exponential homeomorphism for the function space smap0 and
closure-ﬁnite cell complexes for source spaces X , Y .
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